A hexagonal deformation of the Fermi surface of Bi 2 Se 3 has been for the first time observed by angleresolved photoemission spectroscopy. This is in contrast to the general belief that Bi 2 Se 3 possesses an ideal Dirac cone. The hexagonal shape is found to disappear near the Dirac node, which would protect the surface state electrons from backscattering. It is also demonstrated that the Fermi energy of naturally electron-doped Bi 2 Se 3 can be tuned by 1% Mg doping in order to realize the quantum topological transport. DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.105.076802 PACS numbers: 73.20.Àr, 79.60.Ài After the theoretical prediction and experimental realization of two-dimensional topological insulators in the HgTe=CdTe quantum well [1-4], a spectroscopic discovery of a three-dimensional topological insulator by probing the odd number of massless Dirac cones has generated a great interest in this new state of quantum matter [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Unlike the conventional Dirac fermions as found in graphene, this novel electronic state possesses helical spin textures protected by time-reversal symmetry, which could realize the quantum spin transport without heat dissipation. This new state of matter has been predicted to exist in a number of materials, for example, in Bi 1Àx Sb x , Bi 2 Se 3 , Bi 2 Te 3 , and Sb 2 Te 3 [10]. Among them, stoichiometric Bi 2 Se 3 is theoretically predicted to be a 3D topological insulator with a single Dirac cone within a substantial bulk energy gap (0.3 eV), which makes it the most suitable candidate for the high-temperature spintronics application [10] . However, in the actual situation, the bulk conduction band is energetically lowered and crosses the Fermi energy through natural electron doping from vacancies or antisite defects, which allows bulk electron conduction. In order to avoid the bulk electron conduction and realize the quantum spin Hall phase, the Fermi energy must be tuned by additional doping [11, 12] .
After the theoretical prediction and experimental realization of two-dimensional topological insulators in the HgTe=CdTe quantum well [1] [2] [3] [4] , a spectroscopic discovery of a three-dimensional topological insulator by probing the odd number of massless Dirac cones has generated a great interest in this new state of quantum matter [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Unlike the conventional Dirac fermions as found in graphene, this novel electronic state possesses helical spin textures protected by time-reversal symmetry, which could realize the quantum spin transport without heat dissipation. This new state of matter has been predicted to exist in a number of materials, for example, in Bi 1Àx Sb x , Bi 2 Se 3 , Bi 2 Te 3 , and Sb 2 Te 3 [10] . Among them, stoichiometric Bi 2 Se 3 is theoretically predicted to be a 3D topological insulator with a single Dirac cone within a substantial bulk energy gap (0.3 eV), which makes it the most suitable candidate for the high-temperature spintronics application [10] . However, in the actual situation, the bulk conduction band is energetically lowered and crosses the Fermi energy through natural electron doping from vacancies or antisite defects, which allows bulk electron conduction. In order to avoid the bulk electron conduction and realize the quantum spin Hall phase, the Fermi energy must be tuned by additional doping [11, 12] .
In ideal topological insulators with perfect linear dispersion, the surface state electrons should be protected from backscattering by nonmagnetic impurities between timereversal partners with opposite momenta because of their opposite spin configurations. However, recent scanning tunneling microscopy experiments for the Bi 2 Te 3 surface show a clear quasiparticle interference pattern as a result of backscattering nearby the step edge or at the point defect on the surface [13, 14] . Theoretically, it is pointed out that the hexagonal Fermi surface warping would also induce the quasiparticle interference pattern [15] . It is generally believed that, owing to a large band gap (0.35 eV), which exceeds the thermal excitation energy at room temperature, Bi 2 Se 3 features a nearly ideal Dirac cone, in contrast to Bi 2 Te 3 [16, 17] . In the present Letter, we show by a precise angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) measurement that the Fermi surface of naturally electrondoped Bi 2 Se 3 is hexagonally deformed, while the constant energy contour is circular-shaped near the Dirac point. We also show that the Fermi energy can be effectively tuned by doping the sample with Mg.
Bi 2 Se 3 forms a rhombohedral crystal structure with space group R3 " m, which comprises a quintuple Se-BiSe-Bi-Se layer as shown in Fig. 1(a) . The single crystalline samples of Bi 2Àx Mg x Se 3 were grown by a standard procedure using the Bridgman method. Angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy was performed with the photon energy of 31 eV at the linear undulator beam line (BL1) of Hiroshima Synchrotron Radiation Center. The photoemission spectra were acquired with a hemispherical photoelectron analyzer (VG-SCIENTA R4000) at 10 K, by using linearly polarized light with the electric field vector perpendicular to the plane spanned by the surface normal and photoelectron propagation vector (s polarization). The constant energy contours were obtained by changing the azimuthal angle of the sample as shown in Fig. 1(b) . The overall energy and angular resolutions were set at 15 meV and AE0:1 , respectively, which enables us to trace very steep Dirac cones. The samples were in situ cleaved under the ultrahigh vacuum below 1 Â 10 À8 Pa.
Figures 1(c) and 1(d) show the energy dispersion curves acquired by ARPES along two different high-symmetry lines, " À-" M and " À-" K of the surface Brillouin zone, respectively. We find that the surface state bands cross E F , and these bands intersect at the Dirac point at the binding energy (E B ) of 450 meV. The bulk conduction band is enclosed inside the surface state bands above E B ¼ 200 meV, which is consistent with the previous report [8] . The M-shaped valence band is also recognized below E B ¼ 680 meV. Note that the spectral weight of the bulk conduction band is suppressed when excited with s-polarized light in the present case, while the bulk states dominate the photoemission spectra for p-polarized light in the photon energy range from 21 to 31 eV as found in the previous report [8] . This implies that the experiment with s-polarized light is suitable for the Fermi surface mapping of this surface state. Figure 1 (e) presents the intensity maxima of the surface states along two high-symmetry lines. We find that the energy dispersion along " À-" M is almost linear, while along " À-" K it is warped toward the smaller k k . The magnitude of the wave vectors at E F (Fermi wave vector: k F ) can be estimated from these plots to be 0.140 and 0:131 # A À1 along the " À-" M and " À-" K directions, respectively. The different k F values correlate with the anisotropy of energy dispersions between these highsymmetry lines, which has not been elucidated so far. The anisotropic energy dispersion can be described with the effective Hamiltonian
À Þ z , where k AE ¼ k x AE k y and v, , and z denote the Fermi velocity, warping parameter, and z component of the Pauli matrix, respectively [15] . We find that the experimental dispersions are reproduced well by the calculated ones by using the effective Hamiltonian with the measured Fermi velocity v ¼ 3:55 eV Á # A and ¼ 128 eV Á # A 3 as shown in Fig. 1(e) . According to the energy dispersion shown in Figs. 1(c)-1(e), the Fermi surface topology should also be anisotropic. ) at several energies from the Dirac point to E F of undoped Bi 2 Se 3 . The whole set of images has been acquired within two hours in order to avoid an energy shift, which may be caused by the molecular adsorption on the surface [11] . For the present Fermi surface mapping, we used a different sample with a lower defect concentration, resulting in a shallower Dirac point (350 meV from E F ) than that in Fig. 1 . At 100 meV, a circular-shaped constant energy contour is clearly identified. In going from the Dirac point towards E F , the shape of constant energy contour evolves from a circle to a hexagon above 200 meV with increasing Fermi surface area. It is noticed that the shape of the constant energy contour is nearly a circle when the bulk conduction band is absent in the same energy region, but the deformation starts to occur above 200 meV, when the bulk conduction band begins to be enclosed inside the surface constant energy contour as clearly shown in the slices at 250, 300, and 350 meV. The observed hexagonal constant energy contour enclosing the bulk states near E F follows the crystal symmetry of Bi 2 Se 3 .
However, the effective Hamiltonian, where the effect of the bulk electronic structure is neglected, is insufficient to gain further insight into the origin of the observed hexagonal deformation of the Fermi surface. We have performed a first principles calculation of the surface states with a slab of 5 f.u. with a two-component self-consistent fullpotential augmented plane wave method [18] . The calculated constant energy contours are shown for 250, 300, 350, and 435 meV relative to the Dirac point in Fig. 2(e) . The shape is nearly a circle from zero to 250 meV, and it starts deforming at 300 meV. The theoretical Fermi vector magnitude at 440 meV is 0:142 # A À1 in the " À-" M direction and 0:118 # A À1 in the " À-" K direction, which is consistent with the observed values. More important, the electron spin 
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076802-2 acquires a surface perpendicular projection [see Fig. 2(f) ] accompanied by the Fermi surface deformation. The outof-plane spin polarization is maximal in the " À-" K direction, where at 350 meV it reaches 12%, and it vanishes in the " À-"
M line due to the mirror symmetry. The experimentally discovered hexagonal deformation of the Fermi surface in Bi 2 Se 3 , which was believed to have an ideal Dirac cone [8] , opens a possibility to realize the new quantum phases on the topological insulator surface. On the ideal topological insulator surface with a circular Fermi surface, the formation of a charge density wave or a spin density wave (SDW) is forbidden. Although the hexagonal deformation in Bi 2 Se 3 is weaker than in Bi 2 Te 3 [9] , the two flat segments of hexagonal Fermi surface that face each other with a distance of 2k F along the " À-" K direction would lead to a strong nesting and possibly generate a SDW as suggested by Fu [15] . Note that the quasiparticle interference might still be a minor effect in the vicinity of nonmagnetic defects or step edges on the surface because the spin directions at the two flat Fermi surfaces are completely opposite. This is in contrast to the heavily warped Fermi surface in Bi 2 Te 3 , where the quasiparticle interference is clearly observed in the recent STM experiments [13, 14] . However, the present calculation, which reproduces the observed constant energy contours quite well, further predicts that the quasiparticle interference could occur above E F where the shape of the constant energy contour becomes a hexagram at 435 meV measured from the Dirac point as shown in Fig. 2(e) . Since the predicted out-of-plane spin polarization further increases to 17% at 435 meV, the scattering channel could be opened mainly through the vertical spin component as discussed for the Bi 2 Te 3 surface [13, 15, 19] . Furthermore, in the presence of magnetic impurities, the quasiparticle interference will be allowed and the scattering could be affected by the shape of the Fermi surface. More importantly, since the indirect exchange coupling between the magnetic impurities is mediated by the helical Dirac electrons, we expect that one can control the magnetic order or the spin alignment by tuning the magnitude of the Fermi wave vector (k F ) on the three-dimensional topological insulator surface [20] . Besides, a peculiar magnetic order and a colossal magnetic anisotropy would appear in the presence of the deformed Fermi surface.
In order to realize the quantum topological transport, the Fermi level should be brought into the energy gap by doping with nonmagnetic elements. It also enables us to tune the Fermi vector and the size and shape of the Fermi surface from a hexagon to a circle, associated with electron scattering and magnetic ordering as mentioned above. It should be noted, on the other hand, that the dopants themselves could become a scattering source. Among several scattering factors, a spin-orbit coupling might affect the spin lifetime significantly. As is predicted for Bi 2 Te 3 surface, the impurity with a significant spin-orbit coupling could enhance quasiparticle interference especially with large momenta [19] . It may also be expected that the foreign atom doping, which is generally adopted for tuning the topological insulator, could induce the backscattering. To minimize the backscattering originating from spin-orbit coupling, a light element with a negligible spin-orbit coupling should be chosen for the hole doping. In this work, we have tried to realize the hole doping in Bi 2 Se 3 with Mg, which is light enough to have negligible spin-orbit coupling.
The ARPES energy dispersion curve along " À-" M of Mgdoped Bi 2 Se 3 (Bi 1:98 Mg 0:02 Se 3 ) is shown in Fig. 3(b) . Figure 3 (d) exhibits a series of momentum distribution curves in the E B range of 0-0.3 eV. For comparison, the corresponding dispersion curve of naturally electrondoped Bi 2 Se 3 is also depicted in Fig. 3(a) together with momentum distribution curves in Fig. 3(c) . One can see that the Dirac point is just located at the Fermi energy by replacing 1% of Bi atoms with Mg. This successful tuning of the carrier density clearly demonstrates that Bi 2 Se 3 can be brought into the quantum topological transport regime.
In summary, the hexagonal deformation of the Fermi surface of Bi 2 Se 3 has been established by a high-resolution ARPES experiment with s-polarized light. The flat segments facing each other in the hexagonal Fermi surface topology would enable a strong nesting, leading to a new quantum phase such as a SDW. Further Fermi surface deformation can be expected in the unoccupied state, which would generate the quasiparticle interference by a nonmagnetic impurity on the surface. Finally, we have demonstrated that the Fermi energy of naturally electrondoped Bi 2 Se 3 can be tuned by 1% Mg doping in order to realize the quantum topological transport.
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